Unexpected Journeys, Part 2

Alumni Panel: What can you do with a History Degree?

1-2.30pm April 10th

COPH (Center for Oral & Public History) 6th Floor, Pollak Library 5th

Jennifer Keil

“As a History graduate student, I emphasized in oral and public history which prepared me for my first director position at Balboa Island Museum. This training was fundamental in developing my business 70 Degrees where we archive, preserve, and exhibit. I am the Director of the Moulton Museum and Past President of the Southwest Oral History Association.”

Shawn Nelson

“After I graduated from 2007 Cal State Fullerton, I’ve taken a unique career path. I earned my MBA in 2009, then started as a mortgage trading analyst. From there I took a path through sales analysis, marketing directorship, and finally into Business Intelligence.”

Ryan Tew

“I graduated CSUF with the intent to be a teacher. When markets and opportunities changed I was able to pivot my experience and skillset to an entirely different field. I utilized the skills I developed and honed in the CSUF History department to market myself in new ways that led me to my current field of compliance.”